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SESSION: SUMMARY ADDRESS

Forests, Wood and Livelihoods
NEIL BYRON

Productivity Commission
Locked Bag No. 2, Collins Street East PO, Melbourne 8003

Victoria, Australia
Email: nbyron@pc.gov.au

I cannot possibly summarise all fourteen excellent
papers, by such eminent contributors, in this brief
account.

Instead, I will pick up salient themes. I’m sure that,
like me, you will have been struck by the range and
diversity of the topics. We have had an enormous
amount of information on a mind-numbing diversity
of issues: from the marketing of non-timber forest
products, to China’s paper demand, to fire man-
agement and local community management of for-
ests. Perhaps some of you, especially those who
spent last week at the Congress of the International
Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO)
in Brisbane, are suffering from information over-
load, and are having trouble ‘seeing the forest for
the trees’.

The themes
What were the themes permeating this conference?

1) The integration of objectives was a con-
spicuous theme: triple bottom line plus one —
economic, social, environmental and governance.

Foreign Minister Alexander Downer mentioned
the multi-dimensional role of forests, and the huge
number of people worldwide who depend on this
resource for their livelihoods. Even though many
speakers were asked to discuss only commercial
production issues or environmental protection is-
sues or social issues, almost everybody mentioned
all three dimensions of forestry. Trying to practise
forestry without considering all of these three is
simply not acceptable and is not going to work.
There is no point in being highly productive if the
results are environmentally and socially unaccept-
able. And there is no point in being socially or en-
vironmentally pure if the activities are not
economically sustainable.

2) The context is important. We have dis-
cussed at length the subject of illegal logging and
corruption. In the Solomon Islands about 10 years
ago I was with a forest ranger, who was the only
government employee of any department at all
within a radius of 200 km. He was supervising a
multi-national logging company. Eighteen and
with two years of education, he did not have a bi-
cycle or a phone or boots. He had to hitchhike to
and from work on logging trucks; he lived in
housing provided by the company that he super-
vised; and he had to buy his food at the company
shop. How many aces did he have up his sleeve
when he was trying to get them to obey the code of
forestry practice?

In Bangladesh I can remember being out with a
forest guard whose official monthly salary was
enough to buy I think four — perhaps five —
small bags of rice. No person could live on that for
a month, let alone feed his family. Did he accept
money to close his eyes when a load of logs went
by? You bet! Would I have done the same thing?
You bet! Not because he was a bad person or
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wicked. His family’s survival depended on it! But
it made me wonder at the time whether the whole
institutional concept that had been transplanted to
newly-independent countries from the West —
having large areas of very valuable government-
owned forest managed by a staff of highly edu-
cated and trained public servants — was appropri-
ate? It is a model that has worked well in the UK,
North America, Australia and Western Europe.
Was this really applicable in Indonesia, Southern
Africa, India, Bangladesh or the Solomon Islands?
You really have to wonder whether the institu-
tional arrangements set up in the colonial era were
or are consistent with the reality on the ground in
those countries. Like oil, gold and diamonds, for-
est wealth can create a desperate scramble for
cash, so the people guarding the ‘treasury’ need to
be well resourced, well paid and well supervised.

3) Innovation is the third theme running
through today’s papers. Innovation in new timber
products; new ways of getting timber products
from species that were previously thought to be
non-commercial rubbish, like making furniture out
of old rubber trees; and in non-timber forest prod-
ucts (NTFPs). Hosny El-Lakany reminded us that
about a quarter of the world’s population falls into
the category of ‘forest dependent people’. Brian
Belcher reminded us that many of them probably
would rather not be. Being dependent on NTFPs
has been frequently described by anthropologists
as ‘a livelihood of last resort’. If you’ve got no
agricultural land, you’ve got no buffalo or live-
stock, you’ve got no skills or education and you’ve
got no other way of making the average income of
$1 a day, you go into the forest and you eke out the
little you can get from a resource that nobody else
wants. So either we look for ways of making for-
est-based livelihoods more rewarding — so you
get $2 a day instead of $1 a day out of it — or al-
ternatively we can try to help people who are in
that situation to find exit strategies to other sec-
tors, or other locations, if in fact that is what they
want to do. And this is what Wunder (2005) calls
‘achieving conservation by distraction’. You give
the people somewhere else to go, away from the
forest, and that leaves the forest to suffer less im-
pact.

Marketing for ecosystem services is another inno-
vation which arose repeatedly throughout the day;
David Brand gave the key paper on that topic. As
Sven Wunder wrote a few weeks ago in a CIFOR
research paper, ‘This is the most promising inno-
vation in conservation since the UN Conference on

Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992.’ That is a very brave call, but I
agree with Sven and I agree with what David said.
It is an exciting innovation, but there are a number
of people who are also saying, ‘Well, it’s still very
early days; we need field testing; we need to iden-
tify better the conditions under which it works;’
and so on. And that is an area where again Austra-
lia (as David suggested) has some innovative,
world-leading approaches, like the ‘bush tender’
scheme to stimulate the provision of ecosystem
services on private lands.

Certification of forest products is another innova-
tion over the last 10 years which continues to go
from strength to strength.

4) The fourth theme that recurred today is
policy reform, trying to get the institutional
framework right. There may be questions of the
applicability of the state forest model in countries
where the value of the resource is huge in com-
parison to the salaries of the people who are being
paid to look after the resource.

I would like to spend the balance of my time fo-
cussing on what I see as the major policy questions
as they have been presented here.

International forestry
Where should international forestry be going and
how can we help it get there?

I detected three key sets of questions in the pres-
entations:

1) Where’s forestry headed globally? Where
do we think it should be headed? Is there an agreed
vision? Russel Haines proposed an answer that
most people, I believe, would readily accept:

poverty alleviation and natural resource conser-
vation and rehabilitation through scientific sup-
port for the establishment, management and
sustainable utilisation of forests, providing opti-
mum social, economic and environmental benefits
to developing countries…

This is consistent with the implicit vision of other
speakers, and is a goal that I would like (for now)
to take as given.

2) How do we get there? What is the role for
international development assistance and interna-
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tional research in achieving that agreed vision of
the forestry world?

3) Where does Australia fit into this? What
should we be doing in regard to how we manage
our own forestry sector and in terms of helping
other countries enhance and sustain their forestry
sectors. Why should Australia be involved? Why
should we bother?

What have we done, and what should
we have done?
I am old enough to remember a number of differ-
ent phases in international forestry and interna-
tional forestry development assistance. At various
times we focused on different pieces of this in-
credibly diverse and complex forestry jigsaw puz-
zle. We had forestry for industrialisation, to create
jobs and earn foreign exchange through exports.
This strategy was brilliantly articulated by Jack
Westoby in 1962 at the World Forestry Congress
in Madrid. In 1978, the same Jack Westoby totally
changed the focus of world forestry, for a second
time, to the opposite direction: forestry for local
community development; social forestry; put peo-
ple first; fuelwood for the rural poor; forestry for
basic human needs. Forestry development was not
about foreign exchange earnings and big machines
that crunch and grind.

We had a focus during much of the 90s on envi-
ronmental forestry. Before that there was a major
focus on watershed management. Depending on
the El Niño, we either had great interest or no in-
terest whatsoever in fires. There has been a mix
and match of all these topics, over the last 50
years, in most developing countries.

There was a paradigm-shifting paper by Peters,
Gentry and Mendelssohn in 1989 about conserving
Amazonian rainforest, arguing that it was more
profitable to retain the forest than to log it, if all
the non-timber forest products and all the ecosys-
tem services were added in, and that all these non-
industrial, conservation-compatible uses provided
a huge benefit directly to the local people. The
implication was that if it is possible to devise ways
to capitalise on all these unpriced global environ-
mental services, like biodiversity and carbon se-
questration, both the social objective and the
environmental objective could be achieved simul-
taneously. This revolutionary idea led to a multi-
billion dollar investment over the last 15 years in
integrated conservation and development projects

(ICDPs), which are now being evaluated. The gen-
eral consensus now is that few ICDPs have lived
up to expectations — most achieved some local
socio-economic benefits, but few achieved much
extra conservation of forests.

We have had other phases when international for-
estry specialists and advisors have concentrated on
institution building: capacity development; human
resources; improved planning; forestry education;
forestry research. All have been mentioned here
today. All are great ideas. All are necessary. All at
various times have come and gone in most devel-
oping countries.

I am not alleging that fashions come and go in for-
estry development assistance. My point is that do-
nors seem to have an inability to focus on more
than one dimension at a time, when in fact we are
dealing with a complex multi-dimensional prob-
lem. We focussed on whatever aspect was domi-
nant in the minds of the donors. For example,
seeing the success of the Marshal Plan, foreign
capital investment was prescribed to help underde-
veloped countries industrialise in the 1960s. When
the West had an energy crisis in 1974 (oil), the
developing countries received energy programs
(fuelwood plantations and more efficient wood
stoves) from 1975. When the West was focussed
on biodiversity conservation, it came through in
aid programs. After spectacular failures of corpo-
rate governance in the West, developing countries
are asked to improve their governance and trans-
parency, including that in forestry. And so on.

As one of my very close African friends observed,
somewhat cynically, ‘whenever the West got a
stomach ache, developing countries got a good
dose of castor oil, or Epson salts, depending on the
nationality of the donor.’

One of the things I have learnt by working outside
of the forestry area is that often changes take time
to have an effect. And often the sequencing of re-
form really matters. In hindsight it is obvious that
many scientific advances and policy reforms in
forestry take much longer than they do in most
other sectors. And yet so often in international for-
estry we would try something new, wait 10 min-
utes (maybe a couple of months or couple of
years), before concluding ‘Oh well! that didn’t
work! Let’s try something else.’ We did not ‘Stay
the course!’ in David Kaimowitz’s words.

My colleague Tom Tomich at ICRAF once said to
me when we were discussing this theme; ‘you
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know, it’s like a door with five locks on it – there’s
no point just getting one of the locks open. You
have got to get all of them open at the same time to
be able to go through’. So when we had the Co-
lombo Plan, a lot of resources went into education
and human resources. That (alone) didn’t solve the
problem. So we won’t do that any more; let’s
switch over to whatever’s the next big thing. In
fact, rather than choosing between all these differ-
ent emphases, the answer was to realise that ‘you
have to get all of the locks open at the same time
or the door doesn’t open’. So not only did we often
not have the patience to get one of the problems
(locks) properly resolved, we gave up because we
did not realise we had to resolve multiple issues
simultaneously before we would see success.
Much more than just being able to walk and chew
gum at the same time!

Forest management, as we all know, is a very long-
term investment. There are a number of prerequi-
sites. Without economic stability, social stability,
secure land tenure etc., forest management is not
going to work very well, whether it be retaining
existing forests or creating new ones. Have you
noticed that whenever there is a crisis, forests are
among the first to suffer? They are bombed be-
cause they are a hiding place for the guerrillas, the
rebels or whatever. Or they’re logged early to get
as much cash as the government can, quickly, to
fight the guerrillas or rebels. Or they’re over-used
and degraded by refugees from the guerrillas or
rebels, desperately looking for a place to get some
last-resort food in order to stay alive.

A questioner from the floor today raised the issue
of the water supply in Bangladesh and the incredi-
bly tragic perverse outcome — arsenic poisoning
of millions of poor people as a result of donors
trying to do the right thing, provide clean drinking
water to poor rural populations by sinking tube-
wells. I am reminded of the Hippocratic Oath in
medicine. The first rule before interfering is:
‘make sure you do no harm’. In terms of Brian
Belcher’s paper this morning, the comparable mes-
sage for external assistance is this: ‘don’t take
away or unintentionally damage the safety net (the
subsistence foods and livelihoods from the forests
that poor people can fall back on in emergencies)
because you have not bothered to fully acquaint
yourself with all the subtlety or nuances of how
the system works, before poking around in it’.

Both Jack Westoby and Alf Leslie have frequently
talked about two kinds of forestry. One defensive,

holding the line, trying to stop poor rural people
sliding further back into poverty, and enabling
them to at least meet their basic needs. And the
second: advancing, looking for forms of forestry
practice that will raise incomes, create new kinds
of jobs, and offer a better lifestyle, a better stan-
dard of living and education.

The Australian role
Why might Australian forestry and foresters have a
role to play in this international development as-
sistance and international forestry research?

Many Swedish, Canadian and Tanzanian friends
have asked me why there seem to be so many
Australians running around international forestry
— in all the big international agencies, or working
on the ground in dozens of countries for small lo-
cal NGOs, for aid donors, for church groups, for-
eign companies etc. I don’t think that it is just
because they are such charming, good looking
blokes and sheilas. I think much of it comes back
to Australian forest history that has actually
shaped the way Australian foresters think about
the role and potential of forestry.

A number of contributors, including David Kai-
mowitz and Ian Bevege, have looked at how Aus-
tralia’s history of forestry sector development has
informed the way we think when Australian for-
esters go to work in Asia, Africa, Latin America,
etc. For the first hundred years, we over-exploited
the best forest resources we had: jarrah, red cedar,
hoop pine etc., exporting the timber all round the
world. In the second hundred years we have had to
find smarter ways of managing what we had left.
We have had to look for new technologies, to
make better use of what we had. Even if the rest of
the world thought it was impossible, for example,
to make high quality printing and writing paper out
of eucalypts, Australians did it. To saw fast-grown
young eucalypt trees into high-quality furniture
grade wood? Everybody knew this was impossible,
but Australian foresters did it. We found new re-
sources, new species, new silvicultural systems.
We introduced new species and domesticated them
in Australia. We moved away from the hunter-
gatherer approach to forests, ‘managing instead of
mining’ in David Kaimowitz’s words. And we are
still looking for better ways to integrate social,
economic and environmental benefits of forestry
and to minimise the downsides.
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Such a history is not very different from that
which many other countries are grappling with
now — the Philippines and Thailand were specifi-
cally mentioned today. I’m not saying that Austra-
lian forestry has all the answers — in fact, I would
argue quite vigorously that we have as much to
learn from international collaboration as those we
are helping. But I do think we have distinct ad-
vantages over many developing countries. Civil
society, the rule of law, an independent judiciary,
respect for property rights and contracts, and low
levels of Korruptsi, Kollusi and Nepotismi (as
these are called in Bahasa Indonesia).

So why should Australia be involved? The answer
is the triple bottom line: commercial, environ-
mental and social.

Commercial — We have heard of the rapidly ex-
panding markets in China and India today from
Rob de Fegely, Steve Midgley and Ian Bevege.
Because of major reforms of economic policy, the
latent demands of consumers and industries in
those countries have been unleashed as their pur-
chasing power has increased through deregulation,
access to global markets and trade liberalisation.
Hundreds of millions of people can now afford the
timber, paper and NTFPs they previously wanted
but could not afford. We can sell some more forest
products — perhaps significantly more — and we
can sell expertise. We can sell technologies. But,
by being involved, we can almost certainly learn
some new tricks that will pay back here at home,
often improving our own practices and technolo-
gies.

Environmental justification — Taking Australian
native forests out of production and managing
them for conservation will almost surely improve
biodiversity conservation and ecosystem services
here in Australia. But as a result of that, we have
put increased pressure on the biodiversity of
Southeast Asia and the Pacific — PNG and Indo-
nesia immediately spring to mind — and other
countries around the world. It is possible that in
better looking after our own natural environment
we have had strongly negative and perverse effects
somewhere else. So if we are thinking globally we
have to be concerned about environmental out-
comes for our neighbours. Demands for forest
products from China and India could each be even
greater than Japan’s was in the period 1960–2000.
In retrospect, one can see the enormous effect that
Japan’s demand for imported wood products had
on the forests in countries throughout Southeast

Asia and the Pacific — Thailand and the Philip-
pines have already been mentioned. Where will the
wood come from to satisfy these demands, given
the depletion that has already occurred, and that it
may be decades — if we start now! — before
plantation resources can effectively substitute for
logging natural forests in the tropics? Increasing
scarcity probably will encourage greater efficiency
in resource use, greater recycling and use of sub-
stitute products, but it also has made stealing logs
from natural forests even more lucrative and
tempting for some. This puts still greater pressure
on under-manned and poorly protected national
parks in many countries.

Likewise at the social level, you could argue that it
is in Australia’s geo-political interests to have
greater peace, security and prosperity worldwide
and especially in the Asia–Pacific region. But most
of all, whether you call it altruism, humanity,
sense of justice, religious beliefs or a little voice
that tells you what’s the right thing to do, the case
for effective development assistance for poor rural
people in neighbouring countries is very strong.

Conclusion
Forests, forestry and forestry research will not sin-
gle-handedly eliminate poverty and injustice
across any country. They will not bring to an end
mis-government, corruption or anarchy. In fact, I
have argued that the rule of law, well-defined
property rights and well-functioning markets are
prerequisites to successful sustainable forest man-
agement. These are not attributes that societies can
achieve afterwards, as a result of sustainable forest
management. But international forestry programs
based on sound bio-physical and socio-economic
research can ensure that very poor rural people in
and around forests do not become even worse off
and do have opportunities to significantly improve
their standard of living, while maintaining the for-
est such that it continues to enhance their quality
of life and provide local and global ecosystem
services.

What do we have to do? As David Kaimowitz said
this morning ‘Stay the course!’. There are no quick
fixes. There is no one magic silver bullet that will
fix everything overnight. We have to get all the
prerequisites in place. If there was a quick fix, we
would not be standing here, still wondering after
30 years of international forestry research and de-
velopment action, ‘Why hasn’t it all been fixed
yet?’
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We have to simultaneously think about the effects
of economic policies at the sector level and the
effects of other sectors (agricultural subsidies,
road-building subsidies etc.). Getting the legisla-
tion right; getting the education, training and re-
search frameworks and institutions right. Getting
the national-scale social structures right —
through the forest law enforcement and govern-
ance program, for example. We need to better un-
derstand the local micro-social structures because
these community organisations are nearly always
informal and nearly always invisible to outsiders.
As Peter Kanowski said, ‘adaptive learning and
adaptive co-management is so important’.
N.C. Saxena wrote a scathing view of community
forestry in India which he titled ‘You participate, I
decide.’

So we have to stay the course, we have to hang in
there. There’s no silver bullet.

I have a headache as a result of trying to synthesise
everything today. I feel that I have only 64 kb of
on-board memory and I am grappling with 8 Mb of
problem… insufficient capacity!

But I’m inspired by what has already been
achieved in international forestry.

I’m daunted by the challenges still ahead.

I’m excited by the opportunities.

Yes, the challenges are enormous. Why should we
take the challenge?

All I can do is quote Sir Edmund Hillary, when
asked why he climbed Sagarmatha, ‘because it’s
there, and it has to be done’.
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Agricultural Science Policy: Changing Global Agen-
das. John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 285 pp.
ISBN 0 8018 6603 0
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